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ASSESSMENT
& CRITERIA



TRAIN TO DEVELOP  //  PLAY TO WIN

What if my child is not familiar with the US
Soccer Key Qualities, Positional Roles, etc.?

In each Alabama ODP ID & Training Center, coaches run training exercises
and games where they teach the ODP Style of Play and positional roles of
each player.

The ODP Style of Play is focused on purposeful possession that helps
players develop. Learn more about the ODP Style of Play by clicking here.

The training environments we create help players learn and develop the
Six Key Qualities needed to execute their Positional Specific Role.

WHAT DO 
AL ODP
COACHES
AND SCOUTS
LOOK FOR?

Coaches assess players in their
performance of the Key Qualities of a
US Soccer Player for their Position
Specific Role.

The Six Key Qualities of a US Soccer
Player has been developed by the US
Soccer Federation's Talent
Identification Department.

The Position Specific Roles are based
on the ODP Style of Play.

https://usys-assets.ae-admin.com/assets/959/15/USYS%20ODP%20Player%20Manual%202016-20171.PDF


US SOCCER'S 6 KEY QUALITIES OF
WORLD CLASS PLAYER BEHAVIOR

- Applies knowledge of the details and implications ofthe cues
- Reads and analyzes situations regarding A/D/T in a split second and/or under pressure, thinks fast
- Aligns own actions with the other players, positions (understands relationships/partnerships)
- Is the best player at their position based on the style of play of the team
- Recognizes the transition moment as an opportunity and a threat
- Manages the game when it comes to the pace of the game and/or the moment in the game

GAME UNDERSTANDING & DECISION MAKING

INITIATVE

FOCUS

- Creates instead of reacts, confronts situations
- Takes opponents on (1v1, dribble to drag opponents out of position)
- Thinks ahead
- Moves into space ahead of time

READ AND UNDERSTAND THE GAME AND MAKE AUTONOMOUS DECISIONS

TAKE INITIATIVE, BE PRO-ACTIVE

FOCUS FOR 90+ MINUTES ON THEIR TASK

- Plays to win 
- Has guts, is brave 
- Deals with adversity (recovers quickly) 
- Is composed in their behavior (emotional stability) 
- Enhances the team and the other players by executing their task (is a giver) 
- Executes their task under all circumstances



- Is technically proficient to be effective (accurate) and successful in all situations 
- Is proficient in 1v1 to create or to win/regain the ball 
- Has the technical skills to create, even under pressure 
- Has the technical skills to dictate the pace of the game

OPTIMAL TECHNICAL

OPTIMAL PHYSICAL

RESPONSIBILITY

- Uses body (e.g. to protect the ball) 
- Has the physical fitness to execute their task at top level during the whole game (whole season) 
- Exudes power and speed

EXECUTE THEIR TASK FOR 90+ MINUTES WITH OPTIMAL TECHNICAL ABILITY

EXECUTE THEIR TASK FOR 90+ MINUTES WITH OPTIMAL PHYSICAL ABILITY

TAKE RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY FOR THEIR OWN DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE

Is involved and engaged throughout every game/session - Delivers on agreements and
promises - Is adaptable and flexible in dealing with (un)expected challenges and
problems - Articulates their own learning needs and formulates personal development
goals - Evaluates and reflects on their own performance (analyzes game performance
in relation to positional requirements in the system of play) - Creates a personal
development plan - Is there when it is needed (leadership) - Organizes and manages
personal lifestyle and environment to perform at top level - Is a coach on the field - Is a
role model under all circumstances, shows exemplary behavior - Consults sources of
knowledge/”experts” - Creates own learning environment

US SOCCER'S 6 KEY QUALITIES OF
WORLD CLASS PLAYER BEHAVIOR



ODP SYSTEM OF PLAY
1-4-3-3 FORMATION
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POSITION SPECIFIC PROFILES WITHIN
THE ODP STYLE OF PLAY

BACK 4 AND GOALKEEPER

1

54
- 1v1 situations (air & ground)

- Read game & intercept through

passes

- Technical ability to make accurate

long passes under pressure

- Organizes other team mates on

attack & defend

- Gutsy & brave

32
- Reading the game continuously to

position / reposition & quick

decision making

- Long & short passing / crossing

skills under pressure

- Proficient in 1v1 to create / win ball

- Power, speed & fitness to attack &

defend entire game

- Reading game to intercept crosses

and long balls

- Decision making & passing skills

with pressure

- Quick reactions, shot stopping 1v1s

- Effectively organizes & directs



POSITION SPECIFIC PROFILES WITHIN
THE ODP STYLE OF PLAY

MIDFIELD 3

8
- Has technical skills & ability to read

situations quickly to create goal

scoring opportunities

- Varies way of running to get

behind defensive lines

- Manages pace of the game

- Regains possession in 1v1 or

intercepting passes

- Moves into space ahead of time to

support & understands when to play

fwd or retain ball

- Has technique to dictate pace of

the game

- Is there when needed (leader)

6

10
- Has technical skills & ability to read

situations quickly to create goal

scoring opportunities

- Varies way of running to get

behind defensive lines

- Manages pace of the game



POSITION SPECIFIC PROFILES WITHIN
THE ODP STYLE OF PLAY

FRONT 3

- Technical ability to score goals

(foot or head) in box

- Holding & protecting ball with

back to goal

- Varied running to get in behind

- Deals with adversity, gutsy & brave.

9

- Proficient in taking defenders on

1v1 inside or outside to unbalance

opponent and create goal scoring

opportunities

- Crossing and shooting technique

- Exudes power, speed & fitness to

execute entire game

11 7
- Proficient in taking defenders on

1v1 inside or outside to unbalance

opponent and create goal scoring

opportunities

- Crossing and shooting technique

- Exudes power, speed & fitness to

execute entire game


